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1905: Saskatchewan becomes a province with 6 hospitals, 75 beds, serving 

250,000 

Municipal doctors: guaranteed basic salary to cover losses from patients 

who can’t pay. 

Dr. Maurice L. Seymour: appointed head of public health in the province, 

1906; starts municipal doctors, promoted idea of using local taxes to build 

and staff hospitals; maternity grant of $25 —$15 for attending physician, 

$10 for clothes for baby. Has “an ability to harness Saskatchewan's 

cooperative spirit.” Involves municipal councils, teachers, clergymen, rural 

Homemakers' Clubs. 

Dr. H.J. Schmitt: MHO for village of Holdfast, 1914; in 1915, Holdfast 

pays him a stipend of $1,500 ($31,000 in 2018 $), $2,500 ($46,000) in 

1916, to keep him there. 

1927: 13 municipal doctors in 12 localities. 



1930: Annual salaries $2,800-$5,000 ($42,500-$75,800) 

1937: Up to $5,000 ($85,000) allowed to pay for a surgeon; but no tax 

deductions for office, car expenses. In drought-stricken areas, where 

salaries cann’t be paid, doctors get $75/mo ($1,280) stipend. 

1944: 101 municipal doctors in SK 

1947: Municipal doctors care for 210,000 people; quarter of SK 

population. 

Union Hospital Districts: 

1916: Law passed to permit UHDs; first is Lloydminster. 

1920: 10 UHDs; 1930, 20; 1940, 26 

1934: Personal taxation added to land tax to include town dwellers. 

1937: Miry Creek UHD allows residents to be hospitalized anywhere in 

SK. 

1939: Matt Anderson Plan permits hospital stay and medical services 

through $5 ($85) personal tax (up to $50 [$850] for a family) 

1947: 78 UHDs cover a third of SK population, have almost half of all 

hospital beds. 

1944: CCF government elected under Tommy Douglas, who assumes 

health portfolio. He hires Swiss public health expert Dr. Henry Siegerest to 

lead a commission investigating health services in the province. In two 



weeks, Siegerest completes research, submits a report recommending 

district health regions for preventive medicine, each centred on a hospital 

with an X-ray, medical lab, and ambulance. Also rural health centres 

staffed by nurses and municipal doctors (but he discourages house calls), 

and free hospitalization at $3.60 per person yearly. Side effects: SK pushes 

for delivery of running water in rural towns and homes, gets it. But SK 

stuck with too many small one-doctor hospitals; Siegerest underestimates 

tech improvements. Health Services Act passes in autumn 1944; provides 

for decentralized health system run by regional boards in 14 health 

regions, with financial support from government. Health Services Planning 

Commission will ensure local projects met provincial standards. 

1945: Capital grants for widespread hospital construction. Saskatchewan 

Social Assistance Plan: covers medical/hospital costs for the poorest; free 

hospitalization and treatment for cancer, mental health. Doctors are 

delighted with the plan. 

1946: Health Region 1, Swift Current, sets up a district-wide medical 

insurance program. Serves as a demonstration program for provincial 

medicare. Two other regions will vote down the idea in 1955, partly 

because doctors by then are growing reluctant about full-scale medicare. 

Meanwhile, Tommy Douglas pushes hard for hospitalization insurance 

plan; wants it in place in 1947, well before 1948 election. 



1947: First universal compulsory hospitalization insurance program, 

under Dr. Fred Mott, who in five months designs administrative 

machinery: accounting, tax collection procedures, hiring/training of admin 

personnel, publicity program to encourage early registration and tax 

payment. System launches January 1, 1947. Also in 1947: First free 

outpatient service for mental health patients; first 500-hour training 

program for psychiatric nurses. 

1949: Tommy Douglas leaves health portfolio; his successor, T.J. Bentley, 

expands health services over next decade: sanitation, immunization, health 

education, nutrition.  

1940s-1950s: Pioneer efforts in cancer treatments with cobalt-60 

radiation. Saskatchewan Plan, 1956, to treat mental health patients in 

small cottage hospitals; but only one is built, in Yorkton in 1961. 

1958: Oil and minerals revenue booming, and Paul Martin Sr. launches a 

national hospital insurance program covering half of hospitals’ operating 

costs. Only half SK population has private health insurance. Doctors hire 

bill collectors to collect fees, bill govt for treating very poor. 

1959: Douglas announces plan for medicare, with 5 principles: 

• Prepaid medical bills. 

• Universality (no worry about previous conditions). 

• Continuing improvement in all areas of health services. 



• Public control, not subsidy of private insurance companies. 

• Medicare legislation acceptable to both patients and doctors before going 

into effect. (This one doesn’t fly.) 

Doctors are already bracing for resistance. They want fee-for-service plus 

some degree of control over the system. Meanwhile, they set up nonprofit 

health insurance companies; by 1960, a third of population is covered by 

them, and doctors want govt to subsidize them. Demographic changes in 

doctor population make them less “cooperative” as immigrant and 

specialist doctors set up shop in cities. 

When Douglas announces the medicare plan over radio, doctors demand a 

survey of public health needs and health insurance without regard for 5 

principles. Doctors also warn Douglas wants to put them all on salary, 

which he’d rejected years before. 

1960: Advisory Planning Committee on Medical Care launches in April. 

Doctors delay its work, and Douglas can’t launch medicare without its 

report. Meanwhile, CCF is about to morph into NDP and Douglas is about 

to leave provincial politics. Doctors wage a propaganda campaign that 

backfire in June 1960 provincial election, when CCF wins a big majority.  

1961: Committee still dragging its feet, and J. Walter Erb, then minister of 

public health, is a disaster. But eventually Douglas gets his bill into law, 



with April 1 1962 as startup date. Douglas goes on to lead the NDP and 

Woodrow Lloyd takes over as premier.  

1962: Startup postponed to July 1, which gives doctors confidence to fight 

it. Dief calls a June federal election, and Douglas loses in his Regina 

campaign. Doctors’ strike begins in early July, fizzles out in three weeks 

thanks in part to imported doctors from Britain. Doctors and govt agree by 

end of July and medicare gets under way. Medicare drawback! Provincial 

pay for all doctors enables new doctors to set up practices in cities; small 

towns lose doctors. 

1964: CCF/NDP loses to Ross Thatcher’s Liberals, who don’t tinker with 

medicare. Doctors are content with it, and it becomes a serious policy 

option everywhere. 

 


